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Ouster of Tunisia’s president could galvanize reform
movements

Street protests that ousted Tunisia’s longtime president are a political “earthquake” that is

energizing Arabs across the Middle East, according to one expert.

Zine El Abidine Ben Ali fled his North African nation Friday after weeks of public outcry over his

dictatorial rule and national economic difficulties.

Tunisia’s political opposition accuses police of killing more than 60 protesters.

Arabs across the region turned to the Internet — especially to Facebook and Twitter — to follow

the growing protests and security crackdowns that felled a leader in one of the region’s harshest

police states.

“This is a historic moment, the first time an Arab regime has come down as a result of a broad-

based movement,” said Samer Shehata, associate professor of Arab politics at Georgetown

University in Washington.

“This is an earthquake in the Arab world.”

He said the speed with which news from Tunisia spread widely on the Internet demonstrates “how

intricately connected the region is, in ways we didn’t realize.”

Arab reaction across the region was posted instantly on social-network websites. 
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One Egyptian wrote on her Facebook page, “Mabrouk (the Arab word for congratulations) Tunis,

Mabrouk my Tunisian friends, Mubarak are you trembling?” — a reference to Egyptian president

Hosni Mubarak.

Others replaced their Facebook profile pictures with Tunisian flags, or posted photos and video of

Tunisian street protests.

Tunisia’s unrest began Dec. 17 when a 26-year-old college graduate set himself on fire to protest

the government’s seizure of his vegetable stand in the town of Sidibouzid. It quickly spread, with

the country’s disenfranchised joined by an economically hard-pressed middle class.

In Cairo, leaders and supporters of Egypt’s Kifaya (Enough) political opposition celebrated Friday

outside the Tunisian Embassy, chanting “You are next!” — referring to President Mubarak —

according to an independent Egyptian newspaper, Masry Al Youm.

“I think the rapidity of what is happening in Tunisia, without any real warming, has really put fear

in the Arab governments,” said Tunisia expert George Trumbull, an associate professor of history

at Dartmouth College in Hanover, N.H.

In troubled countries across the region, he said, Tunisia’s experience “could be a catalyst for a lot

of thought of how (an) opposition might start a movement and … might organize.”

“U.S. officials have long been a supporter of the Tunisian regime,” he said, “and now the U.S.

should tread carefully,” especially when Ben Ali’s successor is unclear.

Ben Ali seized power in 1987 in a bloodless coup. He ruled with an iron fist — censoring media,

stifling political opposition — while trying to modernize Tunisia’s economy and to turn the country

into a sunny vacation destination.

International monetary groups praised his economic program. But the worldwide recession has

hit hard in a country once seen as a model for North Africa.

Recent WikiLeaks revelations included U.S. diplomatic cables decrying the “quasi mafia” and

“organized corruption” of Ben Ali’s ruling family and political cronies. News of the leaked U.S.

cables circulated among Tunisians, adding to public discontent.

“This is part of a real breakdown of a system where some people gave up intellectual freedoms for

political stability,” said Dartmouth’s Trumbull. “But when you have security forces firing on citizens,

this deal is irrevocably ruptured.”

Tunisia is considered such a corrupt police state that it makes “Egypt look like a paradise of

democracy and liberty by comparison,” Shehata said.
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Arab journalist and political commentator Issandr El Amrani believes Arab leaders have a crucial

lesson to learn if they think economic growth alone creates political and social stability.

“All the countries in North Africa have seen increasing income disparities, social frustration

brought about by economic reforms and high-profile corruption,” he wrote in Masry Al Youm.

“All of them have young populations deeply frustrated by the status quo that are looking

attentively at the Tunisian uprising. If Tunisia’s lesson is lost on regimes, it won’t be lost on the

people.”
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